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Background: Growing evidence shows that theta (4–7 Hz) oscillatory activity in the
auditory cortex phase-locks to rhythms of overt speech. We asked if theta activity also
encode the rhythmic dynamics of inner speech.
Previous research established that silent reading of direct speech quotes (e.g.,
Mary said: “This dress is lovely!”) elicits more vivid inner speech than indirect speech
quotes (e.g., Mary said that the dress was lovely). As this quotation-induced inner speech
shares temporal rhythms of overt speech, we hypothesized that it could also be tracked
by theta oscillations.
Aims: We tested if quotation-induced inner speech is phase-locked by theta oscillatory
activity.
Method: Because we cannot observe inner speech objectively, we could not directly
track the phase alignment between inner speech and theta activity over time. Instead,
we used electroencephalography (EEG) to measure the brain's phase-locked responses
to the onset of speech quote reading where a phase reset is likely to occur as it adapts
to the rhythms of inner speech.
Results: We found that direct (vs. indirect) quote reading was associated with increased
theta phase-locking at 250–500 ms post-reading onset, with sources of the evoked
activity estimated in the speech processing network.
Conclusions: The findings likely reflect synchronous phase resetting at the onset of
inner speech and suggest a functional role of theta phase modulation in reading-induced
inner speech.
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